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Z H T R O D U C T Z O N 
****************************** 
1 
A0 th« plannliif for dtvttlopraent based purely 
on economic theories without laocAi caring to regional 
aspects has not yielded the desired results^ it is 
nov increasingly being realised that different kinds 
of areas need different developmant plans* 
Regional planning is spatial development plan-
ning* Zt is concerned irith the ordering of human 
activities in supra - local space and aims simultancH> 
ously at economic developiient# social Justice and 
environmental quality* An is^ portant aspect o£ such a 
planning is micro»level planning* which refers to the 
preparation of development plans for smaller areas 
such as district|(« develoj^ nient blocks and the villages* 
What is the best method which can be used by 
the adbninistratorSf planners and social workers to 
bring about area develojxnent in the rural areas 7 One 
method is miero-*level planning %rith the help of growth 
centre* The term micro-level planning ramains rather 
vague unless the actual level of planning is defined* 
At the lowest level, each village provides the raw 
material for planning* 
Thus one can visualise several stib - regions 
on a hierarchic scale «d.th progressively increasing 
o 
9«ographio«l area and population baae and with sarvioa 
eentres Cor gro%rth centea) of ineraaaing fvoKstional 
complexity aa onm geea upward from the functional eosn-
unity toward a region. The final level* one atap ahoxrt 
of the national level* la a region with perhapa a iaetro-> 
politan city as its centre* The central villagea a^rvica 
centraa« growth centrea and the regional cities will be 
interconnected with roada* f aat moving transport* tela-
graph euod telephone linea and other nsana of coninunica* 
tion« 
The modal tAiich haa bean uaed in this stuc^ for 
preparing an area davelopnent plan for the Budhana 
tahail on the growth centre concept model closely follows 
the central place theory* Oxrowth centre and central 
places which provide services to a hinterland consisting 
of a number of villages* 
The advantage of aeleeting a tahail as a unit for 
preparing a developn^nt plan ia that it has well Integr* 
ated administrative structure in the form of blocks for 
inplcunantating micro -> level plana* studies at this 
micro level should not be vietred as an isolated exercise 
but aa a link in a hierarechy of levels from a cluster 
of villages below the block level to the district regional 
and atate lAvel* The relevance of the tahail as a unit 
for the £onBuIati<Mi of rxiral developmtat plan is also 
based on the fact that it is sufficiently small in 
terms of area and understanding between the planners 
and tha rural people is easily possible. 
The plan for the tahsil may ba speeded ttp by 
the identification of existing growth and service 
centres and proposing the new ones which have the 
potential of beooning nuclei for the future economic 
and social development of the surrounding villages and 
fill in the gaps in facilities* Xt is with this view 
that In the present study an attercp has been made to 
identify these centres and propose new ones which can 
serve as the basic planning units for micro •> regional 
development* 
Vhaa it is in this context that the proposed 
research project "Orowth Pole strategy for Rural Deve-
lopment in Musaffamagar District U*P«" has been 
conceived* It is intended to make clear the concept 
of Rural Develc^pment* Musaffamagar district consists 
of four district sub-divisions or tehsils* For the 
present work only one sub«division namely^ Budhana has 
been taken for a detailed study of growth Pole strategy 
for rural development* 3udhana tahsil lies in the 
eastern part of the district* Zt covers an area of 
736*1 square Kms and a population of 376«962 according 
to 1981 census* Nearly 85 percent of the people are 
directly or Indirectly engaged in agricult\ire* 
The MvPhil work falls into five chcqptars. 
Chapter Z ia related to the conceptual framework 
and deals with various aspects of the Growth Centra 
concept including the methodology for the identifi-
cation of Qroirth pole Centres* 
Chapter ZZ is related to the planning of 
rural develepoient* The chapter falls into sub 
chapters* which define the concept of Integrated 
rural area developiaent* Zt describes the history 
of rural development planning in modem India and 
ejqplains the different approach to rural development* 
Chapter ZIZ makes an atteiqpt to identify the 
basic planning units in Budhana tahsil of district 
Musaffamagar and elaborates the proposed strategy 
for growth and service centres planning in the tahsil* 
The chapter is the result of a detailed exercise 
based on a statistical analysis* 
Oiapter ZV dascribes the salient features of 
the district* Zt is subdivided into sections# giving 
an account of the physical features# population and 
aconony of the study area* 
Chapter V la a detailed review of the work 
dtme so far* 
The last chapter oonslats of ooncltuilon and 
reoomnandationa for the balanced devolopment of 
the study area* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C H A P T E R - I 
GROWTH CENTRE i CONCSPTZONAL FRAMEWORK 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
a. Technicfues for Identification of Growth Pole & 
Growth Centre, 
Growth Poles are understood as potential centre&i 
of growth hence their identification has to be related 
to a time scale. Growth propensity of any place is 
directly detexmined by the dynamism in its economic 
strticture. Thus for identification of such places one 
has to lay more emphasis on the dynamic variables instead 
of the static ones, Further# while selecting the varia-
bles for identification this has to be borne in mind that 
the objective is to assess the latent potentiality of 
the place self-sustained growth. 
Physical s 
1, Availability of adequate suitable land for expansion. 
2, Availability of adequate basic resources for develop-
ment nan^ly water and power. 
3» Availability of adequate basic resources for produ-
ctive activity within economic distances from the 
settlement, 
4, Level of transportation linkages with the hinterland 
and other settlements expressed in terms of quality 
and quantum of movement. 
Demographic i 
5, Rate of in-migration, 
6, Proportion of skilled and technically proficient 
migrant workers to total migrant workers. 
7, Rate of shift of occupation from primary to 
secondary aoxirces, 
8# Proportion of skilled and profassional workers 
employed within the settlement, 
9, Rate of increase in population of the working 
age group. 
Economic t 
10» Rate of increase in per capita income, 
11» Rate of increase in the utilization level of 
different infrastructure, 
12, Rate of increase in investment and employment 
in second and third order manufacturing activities. 
13, The pull of dependence exhorted by the settlement 
on other settlements expressed by the surpltiS/ i.e. 
difference between wholesale sales and retail sales 
of all comroodltles manufactured within the settle-
ment* 
While the physical variables as listed above would 
indicate the potentiality of the settlement for 
growth, the demographic and economic variables 
would reveal its growth propensity. 
s 
b» Aaseasment^ 
There is still no uniform opinion about what 
constitutes a growth centre. The term involves the 
two basic elements of growth and centrality. Mere 
planning of certain social services like education 
health* transport c<xnnunication at different places 
in different proportions* according to the needs will 
not result in developing such centres. It is essential 
that certain growth generating economic activities, 
should be planned in these centres. Sxiitable to their 
local resources and talents. A proper mix of both 
activities is thus essential. 
The concept of growth centre as is developed in 
regional planning literature is less applicable to the 
developing countries and more so to the baclcward areas 
in these economies* In an agricultural economy, growth 
centres need not have essentially an industrial base but 
even proper planning of agro based activities and small 
and medium agro based industries can also serve the 
purpose. The type and pattern of activities selected 
should be suitable to local resoxirces, needs, know-how 
and socio-cultural set-up. In the existing socio-eco-
nomic context in the coxintry these centres have the 
following three basic functions to perform t 
1) They should essentially be the service centres 
with provisions to neet the educational medical and 
other day-to-day needs of their area. 
ii) They should act as growth promoting agents in 
surroundings areas through creating demand and employ-
ment opportunities and lead to better utilisation o£ 
resources• 
iii) They have to function as social interaction 
points* They should act as centres for diffusion of 
information and should have education* marketing, ex-
tension of cultxural and religious activities to bring 
about social change in the surrounding set up. The 
centres should help to reduce the socio-cultural gap 
existing between rural and urban eureas* 
The whole idea of IRDP is based on the theory of 
growth centres. Hence, the strategy has to specify the 
existing and potential linkages and with the help of 
such linkages to select areas for investment and develop-
ment. The development of these areas makes them the 
nuclei of the future economic growth and acts as a power-
ful stimulant to the develojwaent of surroxuiding areas. 
Infrastructure in the rural context in India refers to 
the transi>ort net-work and channels of communication. 
^ n 
The provision of these facilities in ample measure will 
only give the looational utility of the growth centres, 
Alongwith these infrastx^ictural facilities provision for 
the build up o£ agro • industries* repair work shops* 
cottage and small scale industries, should be made so 
that the unemployed and under employed of the rural areas 
who are hiterto engaged in agricult\ire can be more gain-
fully employed with the resultant accelerator and multi-
plier effects on growth. 
Rural develojanent began to be organised around new 
2 
towns* urban industrial growth centres or growth poles. 
However growth centres may on the other hand* drain hinter-
3 
land rather than induce prosperity in them, AS a stra-
tegy* it implies differential rates of development among 
areas. As it turned out* in practice* our Five Year Plans 
could not percolate growth impulse from growth foci or 
4 
growth regions down to micro level. 
The strategy of development envisaged xn Sixth Five 
Year Plan and beyond is "integrated rural development cian-
5 
Panchayati Raj - Cum - growth centre planning. 
c. Theoritical 3ase of Spatial Organisation 
The concept relates* therefore to the structural 
characteristics of location of the material manifestations 
of human activities* and the linkages reflecting the spatial 
interaction among them. 
-? ••; 
The basic philosophy permeating spatial organisation 
concept, derived from the principle of least effort* was 
outlined by Phllbrlck (1957), Hagget (1965. p.18) has cast 
this basic framework of spatial organisation In a dynamic 
perspective. The main elements of this frama are (a) Move-
ment (b) routes (c) nodes (d) hierarchies eind (e) surfaces 
6 
In sequential order of evolution. 
The existing structure of spatial organisation with 
reference to any region* characterised primarily by decen-
trallased concentration of activities, may be explained by 
the Interplay of three main factors viz, daraand for space. 
Indivisibilities and economy of scale and cost of transpor-
tation. (Hermanson. 1972). 
The most Influential advance In the direction of 
understanding the interrelationship between spatial organi-
sation and economic growth process has been made by the 
•growth centre* concept emanating from the 'growth pole' 
concept originally conceived by the Perroux (19 55) In 
relation to the organisational fvuactlonal space and progre-
ssively so modified so df' to be identified with urban -
Industrial clusters. Two recent volumes (Hansen, 1972), 
(Kuklinski, 1972) and several papers have been devoted to 
the analysis and synthesis of various conceptual elements 
and operational aspects of the model and thus go a long way 
^ 1 
to clear the confusion accompanying Its extension. The 
main points emerging* aure sununarised in order to appre-
ciate its suitability as the basic framework for spatial 
organisation in developonental planning. 
(1) Growth Pole and Oro%rth Centre - Perroux originally 
formulated growth pole concept, with reference to abstract 
economic space conceived 'as field of forces consisting 
of centres poles or foci, from which centrifugal forces 
emanate and to ^ rfiich centripetal forces are attracted 
(Perrox e.g. Harmansen. 1972. 21)t in terras of a leading 
of key industry characterized by high propulsive power, 
exerting considerable influence through inter industry 
linkages. Boudeville (1966} extended the concept to geo-
grc^hical space by defining a regional growth pole as a 
set of esqjanding industries located in an urban area and 
inducing fxirther development of economic activity through-
out its zone of infIxience (p-lS) • This was a significant 
advance from spatial organisation point of view. As 
Hermansen elucidates (1972-p.25) 'All economic activities, 
also the dominant and leading firms and induetries have 
specific locations at given point in time. Since the growth 
of these firms and of the industries linked to them create 
cumulative differentiation and clustering in functional 
spaces, a similar cumulative differential and clustering 
may take place in geographical space in accordance with 
the locational inter relations between firms and industries. 
^ :t 
Therefore, growth pole may also be Identified as localized 
in geographical space. As Mihailovic (1978 P.203) put it 
"The understanding of relations between growth t>oles and 
the regional structure in which they eu:e situated is of 
fundamental importance. In order to avoid the persistent 
confusion between * growth pole* related to functional space 
and that related to geographic space# the term * growth centre* 
was suggested to denote the latter (Darwent, 1969)• This 
focus on specific geographical centres at the sub-regional 
level has helped to bridge the gap between locational 
economies (Richardson* 19€9)• 
(2) According to Lasuen (1969, p.47), the term 'pole' 
was used by perroux to denote 'Changing succession of econo-
mic proturbanees over geographical space' and thus it does 
not portray a continuum being gradually stretched towards 
its opposite extremes. According to hira« 'Growth Pole* 
should refer to a system of Poles rather than a single Pole 
(1972, p,163)* This interpretation is quite consistent with 
that of Boudville who e3q)licitly states t 
•* Polarization Involves the notion of hierarchy analogous 
to that of a national metropolis viz a vis a regional 
capital, the local towns, the small centres and the villagers" 
(1966-10)• The notion of hierarchical system of growth poles 
^ ) 
has bettn further extended to serve as a strategy £or plan 
Iraplemsntation in developing countries to a four tier 
hierarchy namely, Grotrth Poles, Growth centres. Growth 
points and service centres in descending order. (Mishra 
1972) Such a differentiation between growth pole and growth 
centre as representing successive upper levels of hierarchy 
as against respective clusters in economic and geographical 
spaces may be a further source of confusion. In actual 
strategy of spatial orgsmisation. Nevertheless* they may be 
easily reconciled (as well shall see in section 2) if follow-
ing kuklinkshi growth poles are regarded as having national 
significance, while growth centres have just a regional 
character (Kulklinshi;2l972. p. 126}. 
(3) Conceived as a system of economic Proturbances over 
geographical space growth pole concept comes very clos<b to 
central place theory Purporting to explain the 'niimber, size 
and distribution of towns (christaller, 1966 p.2} i.e. the 
central place system as a matter of fact, Boudeville identi-
fied growth Pole as *towns Possessing a complex of propulsive 
industries (P. 1972) and "Polarised region" as the set of 
neighbouring towns exchangint more with regional metropolis 
than with other cities of the same order in the nation (p-10) 
obviously, this notion of a Polarised region, in central 
place theory. The difference lies in the view point. Thus 
Harmansen (1972, p.37) regards central place th ory as 
complementary to Boudeville's conception of localized Poles 
of developnnent and as such as a medium for projecting the 
development occxiring in functional space into geographical 
1^ 
space* Seeptielsm perslsta^ nevertheless about such an 
integration because the central place model is regarded 
as essentially static while the growth centre concept is 
a dynamic one. 
Before we discuss the question of integration it 
would be pertinent to outline the main elements of the 
central place concept. 
d. Central Place Theory 
(1) Von Thunen*s Concentric Ring Model 
The first theoritical statement of modern importance 
was Von Thunen's Der isolicrte staat, initially piiblished 
in 1826• iiiherein he postulated an entirely uniform land 
surface and showed that under ideal conditions a city would 
develop in the centre of this land area and concentric rings 
of land use would develop around the central city. 
Von Thunen eliminated all natural features. Climate, 
Soil, topographly or anything else which might affect the 
utilisation of land except the presence of a single city 
in the centre of a uniform plain with an agricultural eco-
nomy. Given only wagon transportation, with no well 
defined highways, the cost of bringing farm products to the 
city is equal for all points equally distant from the 
market. The result is a system of concentric belts or zones 
about the central city (Pig.l). 
r f « 
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Von Thunen's concept is open to a lot of criticism 
which are as followsi 
(a) The catalytic factor in Von Thunen's model was 
transport cost and the roost unrealistic assumption was 
the existence of an * isolated estate* which was the term 
he used in the book in which he enunciated his concept. 
(b) His weakness lay in his neglect of the changing 
demand functions of agricult\iral products and the feact 
that his generalization is based purely on a micro study 
of the phenomenon. 
(c) His rather dogmatic approach to the rural urban 
continuiun and bias in favour of large towns was equally 
unrealistic even though he recognized in his later writings 
that disconomies of scale set in after a town attempted a 
certain size and that the "increasing distance between towns* 
a corollary of their growth in size, iff a drawback for the 
coxontry. " 
(2) The Loschain concept of economic Landscape 
Theory 
Christaller*sZwas taken by losch as a basis, on 
which he built a hierarchy of central places, starting 
from the lowest order and incorporating non-service activi-
ties in its functions. He did not specify the number of 
lower order centres which can be served by a next higher 
order centre. More did he put limits on the size of 
7 
magkets in the way Christaller did. 
IS 
In sumtnary^  the resulting clustering of spatial 
activities and the inter-relations among them through 
various sizes of central places in the Loschain model* 
will be as followst 
(a) There is one superior centre where all goods are 
produced. 
(b) There is real specialization division of laboiir 
and trade between centres# i*e« smaller centres 
supply larger centres with their specialized 
products* 
(c) There is a concentration of centres in •city-rich" 
sectors separated by interstitial sectors which 
are less densely packed with centres. 
(d) Nothing can, without further assumptions, be paid 
about the relative sizes of centres, except that 
the superior one will be larger than all others 
centres with the same number of functions do not 
necessarily provide the same kinds of function. 
(e) Assxuning that size of centres is proportional to the 
n\unber of plants. It can be shown that within "city-
rich" sectors, the size of centres increased with 
distance from the central place and that smaller 
centres tend to be located about half way in between 
larger ones. 
(f) Although losch asaerta that th« vertical organi-
sation would be hierarchical/ this is doubtful 
and can not be proved without assxunptlons. On 
the contrary it seems to follow from the model 
that the size distribution is contienous. 
In the loschian model there is no hierarchy of 
central places* but rather a moving equilibrium of loca-
tions under perfect competition and hence free entry 
conditions. This moving equilibrium will ultimarely 
distort the ideal pattern of the economic landscape 
structured in hexagonal nets* mainly because of variations 
in the transport and other facilities* and thus a few 
sectors will have more settlements than others. 
Further Ijosch considered the size of the hexagone 
not only in relation to a geographical centre but also* 
and perhaps move importantly* In relation to the good 
prodiaced* Thxis a particular centre may have several 
hexagonal markets for its different products. The inter-
linkages among the different products. The inter linkage 
among the industries will. However* generate tendencies 
for these various hexagone to coverage to a single point. 
Thus giving rise to a system of producing centres. 
It must be noted that Losch is more concernad with 
the secondary activities and the functioning of the spatial 
economy at the micro level, while christaller starts 
from the macro level and lets his system precolate to 
the micro level. Both the models are neglectful of the 
supply/ttnd demand for agricultural input and outputs« 
although they were formulated for eturopean economies 
which were essentially agricultural* 
The hexagonal market of catcliment area evolved 
by X«osch resembles in many respects that evolved by 
christaller, Xn the Loschain scheme, the central places 
need to be hierarchical and hence centres of the same 
size do not necessarily have the same range of goods. 
The Loschian system is not as schematic as that of 
christaller. 
(3) Christaller*s Central Pole Theory 
Central place theory is concerned with the location 
spacing size ordering and nature of clusters offering 
retail and service activities for the surroxxnding terri-
tories called central places. Its classical formulation 
by Walter Christaller (1933) was based on the principle 
of centreulistic order of human community behaviour giving 
rise to organisation structxires similar to crystallisation 
of mass arotind a nucleus. It finds visible expression in 
Central Places providing central goods and services to 
areally or point bound dispersed conqplementary regions of 
various orders In accordance with their Importance and 
contrailty governed by the economic distance and range 
of goods (and services offered) • The operational asj^ ect 
of the theory Is explained under the constrains of an 
Isotropic s\ir£ace I.e. hc^nogenous uhbo\ind plain having 
uniform distribution of reaoxirces, population. Income, 
demand, propensity of constunption and \inrestricted move-
ment opportunities in every dlasction ao that the unit 
cost of transport varies only with distance, and (b) 
rational behaviour. In such an Ideal situation, each 
good offered at a central place will carve out its 
marked area through the inter play of three of factors 
viz, demand functions, economies of scale and the cost 
of transportation* Since \inder the assumption of rational 
behaviotir each consumer will satisfy his demand for goods 
and services at the nearest centre, the market area around 
a central place will be circular but ultimately if the 
whole plain Is covered by a system of central places 
the market areas will be hexagonal, the geometrical flgvire 
closest to a circle having no Interstitial \inserved space. 
As the range and minimum market area required differ among 
various goods and seirvlces provided, each will have its 
relevant market area. Such goods which need largest 
minimum market area to be a profitable proposition will be 
offered at centres spaced at the greatest intervals. 
These centrAs will also* however, offer goods of lower 
order centres requiring smaller market areas for support, 
thus governing the locations and spacing of the latter. 
The pattern of nesting of market areas and location -
spacing of successive lower order centres is arranged 
under three different conditions each giving rise to 
characteristic pattern of hierarchy. Under the marketing 
principle based on movement minimisation each lower order 
centre will be located at the midpoint of an equilateral 
triangle formed by joining the three higher order centres 
located at the corner points of the hexagons of largest 
order market areas. Thus each lower order centre falls 
within the influence of three higher order centres and 
the progression of lower order market areas will be a 
multiple of three and hence called K = 3 net work. If the 
prime consideration is the minimization of transport cost, 
each lower order centre is located at the midpoint of the 
transport route Joining two higher order centres bisecting 
the sides of the hexagons. In this case each centre is 
shared by t%fo higher order ones and a K «* 4 market areas 
network emerges. In case complete administrative control 
of the higher centre over the lower order centres falling 
within its hexagonal area is visualized, the resultant 
market area network will be k « 7 (Pig. 2)• 
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The central place theoiry of christaller thus 
provides a deductively derived model of spatial organi-
sation having the following spatial (horizontal) and 
functional (vertical) features t 
a) The central places are, on an isotropic surfaces, 
regularly spaced in triangular lattices having hexagonal 
complementary regions (market area) 
b) Higher order centres are more widely spaced than 
lower order ones. 
c) Higher order centres supply goods and services in 
higher ranges in addition to the goods and services of 
lower ranges supplied by lower order centres and thus s 
d) Nest the market areas of lower order centres in 
definite hierarchical system varying under the three 
principles* namely, marketing, traffic and administrative. 
Subsequent elaborations and modifications of the 
theory have been concerned with deriving alternative system 
of spacing and hierarchical arrangement of centres, 
examination of different shapes of market areas and emptri-
cal verification of the hierarchy by relaxing the underlying 
assxoinptions. (Berry and Pred, 1961, Scholler 1972 p.13). 
Complementing christaller*s system Locch (1954) 
btiilt up the system of central places starting from the 
lowest level and allowed for product specialization 
and derived a basic triangular - hexagonal system of 
centres and market areas from among the nucleated 
villages distributed in triangular lattice. The sites 
of successive higher order goods are then determined 
on the basis of the ntimberof basic hexagonal market 
area required to support the provision of the good in 
question. All market area requirements from one of 
three tiroes the basic l^xagon locate in K »= 3« those 
requiring three to four times in k » 4# and those from 
four to seven times in k » 7 network system. Higher K 
value networks are not rulesL out, Losch is not rigid 
about fixed system as christaller. Thus following 
important differences arise in the central place system 
of christaller, 
(a) Chrlstallers* system of central places is derived 
with reference to the highest order (centre offering 
goods of maximum range whereas Loesch builds up from the 
lowest order centres and their market area netv^orks, 
(b) Christaller*s model yields uniform spacing of 
centres of equal order whereas in Loesch's economic 
landscope of complex hexagonal market areas there is 
alternative concentration and dispersal of centres in 
different sectors. 
r j <_•> 
(c) Christaller postulates that centres o£ the same 
order provide similar goods Loesch allows for speciali-
zation among centres of the same order, in christaller*s 
system the higher order centre offers all goods and ser-
vices provided by lov/er order ones. In Loeschian system 
is not necessarily so, 
(d) Christaller*s central place system applies best 
therefore, to immobile services (tertiary activities) 
while Loesch*s system is applicable to transportable 
commodities. 
(e) Christaller*3 fixed K system produces a rigid 
hierarchy on the other hand although Loesch maintains 
that the vertical organization would be hierarchical 
it appears doiobtful in hia variable K system of central 
places. 
The following critical elements of the central 
place theory thus emerge from the two basic contributions! 
(a) There is regularity in spacing of different orders 
of central places. While christaller pastulates uniform 
spacing Loesch vlsuallzers closer spacing in city sectors 
for the assumed triangular lattice is a purely theorltical 
concept based on isotropic s\irface premise, distortion in 
spacing of central places, is expected in reality owing 
to agglomeration resources localization and time lags 
in the process of settlement evolution (Hagget« 1965 pp 92-9 
Nevertheless, the fiandamental fact remains that centres 
of higher orders are located wide apart while lower order 
ones are relatively closely spaced at regular frequency, 
(b) The hexagonal shapes of market areas maintained by 
both christaller and Loesh prove to b3 purely theoritical 
(1955) questions the logic of retaining uniformity in 
sizes of hexagons for the centres of a particular order. 
High density of population and closely packed centres 
around a major centre will result in smaller sizes of 
hexagons near the central core taking rectilinear - rhom-
boidal shape* Hexagonal shape will distort in reality, 
with the deviations in the spacing of settlements under 
conditions indicated above. In the United states, for 
example, rehortiboidal rectangular market area lattice 
seems to be most appropriate (Berry, 1967) because of 
the rectangular pattern of initial spatial organisation. 
Mills and Lave (e.g. Wanmali, 1972) indicate the possibi-
lity of circular or dedecagonal shaped market areas under 
conditions of perfect competition. Elaborating upon 
Galphin's radial circular market areas kolb suggests an 
alternative system under wtich primary neighbo\irhood or 
single service centres. Further out are found B centres 
^ Q 
with incomplete aervices and smaller setvices areas, A 
centres are closer to B centres than to C ence of B 
centres. Both A and B centres are within the larger 
area of specialized services around C. In accordance 
v/ith Reilly's law of gravitation and Puominen's propor-
tional range of influence the pull exerted by a trade 
centre varies directly with size of the centre and 
decreases outward with increasing distance. The greater 
attraction of larger centres reduces the areas of lower 
centres* influence even for those services which are 
offered by the latter, (E,g, Brush 1953), It is evident 
that it would be futile to look for hexagonal market area 
boundaries in reality. Rather an identification of areas 
of influence would be sufficient for practical purposes, 
(c) The generic base and single most important (Beriry, 
1958) element of central place theory is tlie nierarchical 
vertical functional organisation of central places. The 
proposition of hierarchical arrangeraent of services 
centres lies at the heart of the central place theory. 
This is the roost fundamental conclusion for It is used 
subsequently as an axiom to derive the other laws of the 
general theory (Davices, 1967), This element has evoked 
greatest interest and empirical verifications of hierar-
chyhave been attempted for several regions christeller's 
fixed K system binding the central places and their market 
areas in functional organisation suggest a rigid hierar-
chical framework. Berry and Qarrison (1958) have foc\issed 
C :n 
attention on this element. The proved that even after 
the xmderlylng assumption of Isotropic plain is relaxed 
rendering the partictolar geometry of market areas unne-
cessary* the hierarchical organisation of central places 
holds good. The basic concepts of 'range' and 'threshold* 
for the establishment of particular goods and services 
resulting from the inter play of three factors, deman, 
transport cost and economics of scale are enoxigh to 
substantiate the inevitability of hierarchical organisation 
of centres. In summary the central place hierarchy is the 
result of balancing a number of goals, loc:it:.ng as many 
activities in as few places as possible and rec.lising the 
greatest economics of agglomeration while at the same time 
keeping the nxamber of trips and the total distance 
travelled to a minimum (Morril, 1970, p, 177), 
c« Integration of central Place and Growth Centre Models 
It is obvious from the above analysis that there 
are many common points between ths central place theory 
and the Growth centre concept which could be integrated 
to form a basis for spatial organisation conducive to 
economic development provided some of the limi cations and 
rigidities of each could be over come. The central place 
theory suffers from the following limitations (par 1973). 
(a) The applicability of central place theory is 
limited to a particular range o£ economic activities 
i.e. the teritory sector and consumer oriented indvistries. 
(b) In central place theory supply influences are not 
taken into consideration, the focus being on the pattern 
on output distribution, input supply a assembly aspects 
are completely ignored. 
(c) The hierarchy of centres as propounded by chris-
taller involves not only size but also functional con^le-
xity so that two centres at the same level do not have 
functional interaction; also a centre at the lower level 
of hierarchy can not serve another higher level one. 
This is particularly a severe constraint which makes it 
incompatiable with growth pole model which does not accept 
the condition that a growth pole would not be able to 
supply goods and services to a comparably sized or a 
larger centre. 
(d) The greatest hurdle in the way of integration of 
the two models is that the deductively derived central 
place theory seeking to examine the conditions of spatial 
eqiiilibrium at a specific point (in time is a static while 
the growth pole model is an inductively derived dynamic 
models 
A8 regard the first two limitations ^  is 
increasingly realised that terltiary activities are 
tending to dominate the national economic structiire 
and even in the case of manufactiirlng activity the 
market orientation is increasing because of grov/ing 
freedom from dependence on raw materials and other 
natxural resource location owing to technological 
change (Richardson, p. 4) Secondary euad teritiaiy acti-
vities are in the real world Intermixed at all levels 
of development and they grow more and more related aa 
developasnt takes place not only via input - output 
relationship but also through organisational linkages 
(Lasuen* 1970, p.88) therefore, as Boudville (P-30) 
puts it xurban hierarchy and geographic influences are 
not determined solely by commercial and tertiary acti-
vities as geographers have countended but also by 
diversification of Industriesi As Davin (1964 of. 
Kleimner 1972, p, 103) observed the sectoral polarising 
effect to propulsive industries work not only through 
technical but also through income and even psychological 
effects. Since the income effects primarily infl\idnce 
the tertiary sector, there is greater functional depen-
dence of the service sector on Propulsive (rootorlce) 
industries. All these considerations broaden the scope of 
cttntral place nK>del of spatial organisation as the 
structural frame for the analysis of growth pole system. 
The third limitation Is automatically removed if 
attention Is given to the loesch model of central place 
system which allows for functional specialization among 
centres by incorporating secondary activities as well, 
so that centres at the same level are tied in functiorial 
interaction and even small centres may supply larger 
ones with their specialised products. 
The last and the most serious obstacle in the way 
of intergratlon of the two models has also been overcome 
by Lasuen (1973) by focussing attention on the basic 
features of development and urbanization. They reflect, 
respectively, the temporal and spatial traces of a single 
process, i.e. eidoption of innovations occxiring in inter-
mittent clusters. Innovation play a curical role in growth 
Pole model. The whole dynamics of growth pole system 
depends an innovations (Friedman 72, pp. 86-90) Thomas 
1972, p, 83, The propulsive industries are defined with 
respect to their capacity for generating or using innova-
tions, similarly growth Poles are characterized by their 
capacity of creating or adopting innovations. Thus the 
present system of Poles is the result of a past system 
of Innovations and that newer system of innovations 
(Lasuen, 1973, »% 164), In linking the growth Pole and 
•J 
central place models together, however, Laxisen had to 
divert 'growth pole* also of Its conceptual rigidities. 
According to his forrmilation 'the growth pole'is a 
regional (Instead of national) sectoral e::q)ort activity 
(instead of a leading indxistry) which is located in one 
or variotis of the geographical clusters of the region. 
The system of diversified growth poles (as against the 
conventional idea of a large heavy industry Pole) and 
any one of them grows through the inpulses generated by 
national demand, transmitted through the regional ejqjort 
activities adjusted by interpole competition. Growth is 
transmitted to the sectoral peripheries of the pole, 
through forward and backward market linkages (instead of 
input output linkage) between the establishment and the 
geographical periphery through the effect of the same 
mechanism corrected for locational factors (p, 164)• 
Th\i3 the way has been cleared for understanding 
the effect of the pre-existing central place system in 
conditioning the spread of development and the impact of 
development on the structure of spatial organisation 
manifested in the system. This establishment of the 
links between the 'growth pole* and •Central place' 
systems reinforces the Identification of a 'growth pole* 
as an urban centre of economic activity (Nichols c.f 
Hansen, p, 105) and acceptance of the compatiability of 
a polarized region* visualised by Boundville *as a 
system and hierarechy of communities' with the 
Hierarchically nested complementary regions of successive 
order of central place (Hansen* 105}• 
f. The Basic Needs Approach to Develoianent 
Modification and extension - notwithstanding, the 
growth centre approach to development relies heavily on 
urban - industrial base as a medium for \irbanisation of 
the econcany through quickening of the pace of innovation 
diffusion in the system the significance of innovations 
in development is basic to the growth centre development, 
received from sehumpeter and running through Perrox down 
to Laseun, The rural agricultural aspect of development 
is assigned a subsidiary role. It is expected to follow 
up the impulses generated in the fanner. Thus 'growth' 
is the basic concern of the growth centre concept eqvdty 
a welfare considerations are handled indirectly only to 
the extent the decentralized concentration of secondary 
and teritiary activities may benefit the poorer section 
of the society living in dispersed rural settlements 
opportunities in the industrial plants set up at the 
lower order centres or indirectly through its spread 
effects. This approach is highly susceptible to the 
usual criticism hurled at by the Protagonists of 'Agri-
cultiire first* (Robinson 1971, p.66) in the strategy of 
This svurglng enthusiasm for rural development 
through fulfilling the basic needs is not free from 
pitfalls. There is particular temptation to go for 
easy options. There is little problem about building 
a school a health centre a clean-water supply In many 
cases. The governrrant jtist has to spend money, and 
all these services are popular and demanded. In the 
long term, health and education may Increase production. 
In the short term, where is the employment and Income 
to conie from in the village ? (Hunter p.6) the real danger 
is that the whole approach may be inspired by charity 
overtones or a tinted with narrow political motives. 
Unless it aims at Involving people in the development 
process the enthusiasm may turn into deep frustration. 
What is needed is to bxiild 'a progressive rural structure' 
(Mosher 1969, e.g. Johnson 1970) in area development 
framework as suggested by Colombo session of IRD (Zaman, 
1977, p.23). 
Another distributing feature of the 'basic needs' 
approach set in a rural development frame is that it tends 
to isolate or insulate the rural areas from the so called 
iirban centres. There non-urbanised areas, however, are 
not a separate entity but are part of a far flung system 
of spatial and economic linkages. Rural Development, 
therefore takes into account the forward and backward 
linkages between the riiral and the urban aress. 
g» Complementarity between Growth Centre and Basic Needs 
Approaches t 
A close scrutiny of the foregoing approaches would 
reveal that there is no inherent conflict in the two 
approaches t rather, there is ample measure of complemen-
tariry Ji:ist as there is good deal of reciprocal action 
between agriculture and industry (Robinson, 1971 i 69) which 
needs be fruitfully exploited for an integrated approach of 
spatial organisation keeping in view the immediate needs 
and long term interest t existing spatial organisation and 
the optimal structure far space economy; the resources 
ccHTiplex and infrastructure; the socio-economic obstacles to 
developments as well as positive elements and trends in 
the economy. As a matter of fact the growth centre 
approach on a two prolonged strategy (Laauen, Friedman) 
of hastening the iriaturity of growth centres (Cores) to 
enable them generate the spread effects as a cjuickly as 
possible and making the rural areas (Peripheries) more 
attractive for industries and capable of absorbing the 
innovations has been largely ignored. It is the latter, 
most vital aspect that is now being empharised by the 
advocates of the 'basic needs* approach. Thus while the 
growth centre approach strives to correct the imbalances 
of the dual economy inherited from the colonial s/stem 
of spatial organisation by striking a closer link between 
industrialization and urbanisation processes, an essential 
ingredient of so\iDd economic development, the basic needs 
approach lay particular anaphasls on concurrent equitable 
distribution of the fxriiits of development and thxis reduce 
the gap between the living standards of urban and rural 
areas as well as the different strata of the sociaty, in 
the other words, the growth centre approach tries to reach 
out the subsistence population, the basic needs approach 
endeavours to involve them in the development proce3s. 
It must be realised that any one v/ill not do simply reach» 
ing out the innovations and e3«^loiting the resources of 
the rural interior will not eliminate mass jxjvGrty, rather 
as some rightly fear, it may accentuate the maldistribution 
of income v/hereas the building up of a self - sustaining 
rural economy and Improving the living standard of the 
masses can not proceed far without the development of the 
appropriate skill and implementing capacity and the presence 
of institutions of local, regional and national level of 
ensiore the effective use of the existing resources for 
continued developiaent of the sxibsistence sector (uroa Lete 
P.Z.O) on the other land, both the approaches have the 
saiue ultimate objectives; namely, eradication of poverty 
creating more employment opportunities, cheating mass city 
ward piish migration, improving the living standard of the 
masses, narrow the gap between urban - rural living and 
generating a self sustaining development process, It is 
evident that there is no inbuilt confillct in pursuing 
the two approaches sim\iltaneously; rather, by exploiting 
their complementary elements, there is greater chance of 
realising the ultimate objectives more quickly and 
effGctively, following Johnson (1970.P, 418-19) a system 
of spatial organisation may be created which enables every 
rural producer to be within convenient travel time of some 
adequately competitive selling place for his produce, some 
equally competitive source of conaumers and Producer's 
goods and some adequately diversified service centre. But 
these market centres are only basic building blocl^ s of a 
much more complex hierarchy of central ^.laces, capable of 
britting the entire spatial economic structure together 
in a truely fvmctional sense. For unless there is a 
graduated, interlinJced and functionally integrated market 
system which covers all of a nation's space. Three serioxis 
handicaps invariably result. Theee will be only fractional 
production; consequently, there can be fractional consumptioni 
and even more unfortunately, there can be only fractional 
social arid intellectual development of a nation's hximan 
rescTxcces, the goals of rational spatial policy should be 
the creation of truely functional economic areas, which will 
provide employment opportunities not merely in primary 
production but in industry and in service activities, and 
thus atilize the varied potential productivity ox the work 
force,Jt 
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RUR^ DEVELOPMENT PliANNING 
a) Micro - Level Plemnlng and Integrated Rural Area 
Developnent t Conceptual Approach, Multi 
Level Planning* Rehovot Approach. 
b) Definition 
c) History of the Rural Development 
d) Different Approaches to R\iral Development, 
a) Micro-Level Planning and Integrated Rural Area 
Developroent t Conceptual Approach. 
There is a relationship between micro-level 
planning and integrated area development because as 
a multilevel planning concept the integrated area 
develO£»nent plan takes into consideration the micro 
levels of space such as a village, or a cltister of 
villages or nyaya panchayat, block and district. 
The concept of rural area development is also 
an integrated area approach and its significane lies 
in the growth of the rural economy. Actually, inte-
grated area development in micro level setting generally 
1 
refress to development of rural areas. 
For a vast coxintry like India which is full of 
physical and socio-economic diversities it is necessary 
'i 
to have a plan for territorial units which are 
almost similar in character, Zt is there that at 
the smallest levels each village may be taken as a 
planning iinits* but with its small population base 
and limited resources it is too small a unit for 
plautming. 
Taking into consideration the geographical 
area are within which various develojpmental programmes 
can be organised and implemented it is possible to 
have three major area levels of operationsy macro* 
meso and micro. The macro*level plaiuiing may include 
areas having more than one state or parts of two or 
more states. The meso level plan is the planning of 
siib divisions of macro«>regions. The main objective 
of meso^levels planning is to carve out viable areal 
units for effective use of resources. Meso regions 
are» infact* the primary economic \junlts for the 
purpose of planning. Whereas micro-level planning 
refers to the preparation of development plans for 
smaller areas such as the district, development block 
and the villages. Such plaiming is not limited to any 
particxilar level of settlements but takes a whole 
hierarchy of central places and their hinterlands as 
its focus. The emphasis in this type of planning is 
on planning from the lowest level upward to a clearly 
defined region. 
The term integrated Is generally used to 
describe a system of interrelationships among 
different activities falling within different 
sectors of development. 
Integration - geographic^ economic or social 
is a series of operations in which the individual 
processes and different area levels become inter-
related. Integrated area development is, thus, a 
planning process and strategy to improve the socio-
econcsoic life of people in an area by bringing about 
the necessary structural, institutional and attitu-
dinal changes and by providing a package of facili-
ties through extension services. 
The concept of integrated area development 
refers to three types of integration i,e. fxmctional, 
spatial and temporal, which are again interrelated 
in various complex forms (fig.3). Functional inte-
gration refers to the integration of all economic 
and social activities necessary for human life like 
agriculture, industry, transport, health, education 
and housing etc, A change in one function almost 
2 
invariably brings change in another. This inter-
relationship is significant in area development, as 
43 
it implies planning £or a given geographical area 
in all the aspects needed for modernization and 
betterment of living conditions. 
Time constitutes the third dimension of 
integrated development concept. It is viewing the 
present with am eye ever open for future. Time 
perspective plans are reqriired for the full focus 
on development in a particular region. Various 
plans of different time - spans (immediate short 
term long term etc.) can be worked out according to 
the present needs, resoxirce potentials and future 
possibilities. It may help immensely in maintaining 
a progressive harmony between growing regional popu-
lation and its depleting resoxirces. 
Integrated area development is also concerned 
with the development of backward areas. If the 
existing hierarchy of settlements in a particular 
region is utilized for formulating a development plan, 
then areas for away frcwi the important centres of 
economic activity may remain permanently under developed. 
Some inducement for growth is, therefore^necessary 
in backward areas in the form of overheads and infra-
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Integrated area developiaent is thiis* based on the 
Ideas of selectivity on the one hand and decentra-
lization on the other. 
This concept has been implict for many years 
in proposals for village plans and plays an important 
role in the reorganization of the rural economy. 
Village planning* therefore needs to be fitted into 
the overall scheme of planning for resoxirce develop-
ment and expansion of employment. In order to achieye 
optimal utilization of r\iral resoxorces and to bring 
the entire rural popxilation and&reas into an integrated 
system of economic developsnent there Is a need to 
examine how these processes work in different rural 
areas and what coiild be the desired pattern of spatial 
arrangement of activities. 
Integrated rural area development has village 
plans* and provides, firstly* for those activities 
which the people of the village cen themselves under-
take. Using their manpower and other resoxxrces to 
the maximum and secondly, for supplies and credit and 
technical help which the village needs from outside. 
The concept of integrated Area Developanent is quite 
different to approach from the sectoral planning 
(consnunity development programme) and is based on 
selectivity of place on the one hand and decentra-
lisational concentration of fxmctJons in them on 
the other. Like community development, it does not 
exclude xirban areas, but considers both urban and 
rxirai for spatio - fxinctional integration of the 
area. Thus, the programme covers size - function 
and distance of human settlements and coordinates 
them, 
b) History of Rural Development in India. 
Rural development in India has a long history. 
The first attempt in this direction was made in 1885 
with the objective of bringing immediate relief and 
development to the niral areas of Baroda. In 1926 
a Royal Commission on Agriculture was appointed to 
examine and report on the conditions of the rural 
economy in general and of agriculture in particular 
and to make recommendations for the promotion of 
welfare and prosperity of the irural population. In 
1935, rural reconstruction centres we*oraanised at 
several places« but the Second world War broke out 
in September, 1939 and this hindered the progress. 
In 1943, the 'Grow More Pood Compaign* was initiated 
for raising food production by adopting short term 
and long term improvement programmes in agricultuze. 
In 1949« there was agetin a loove for *Grow Food 
compalgn* with a view to attaining self suffi-
ciency in foodgrains by X952, On 18th April,1951 
the Bhoodan Morement was started under the leader-
ship of Vinoba shave. The aim was to collect land 
and distribute it fairly among the villagers. 
Closely allied to this movement were the Qramdan and 
Shraindan movements. But in spite of being excellent 
in themselves, all these efforts had one major short-
coming. They were more or less adhoc and xincoordi-
nated efforts without any conceptually broad-based 
strategy more in the nature of trials rather than 
axperiements with well-defined approaches and methods. 
In October, 1952 a programme of 'Community 
Development* was initiated. Though the programme 
brought scxne change in rural areas, it did not make 
a marked influence because it also did not possess 
conceptual coherence. Pxirthermore, its administrative 
atructxire was such that Government directives had to 
be filtered out to the farmers through a complex 
bureaucracy which did not take into account the farmers' 
3 
point of view. in April, 1953, theGovernment took a 
decision to organise the National Extension service. 
This schente also failed to achieve the desire 
objectives as it failed to coordinate with other 
development programmes. The organisation of village 
Panchayats to functions as xanits of self-government 
was the objective of sticcessive Five Year Plans. But 
the Panchayat Raj system was \ansatisfactory because 
numeroiis evils financial, political sociological, 
constitutional and administrative crept into the 
system. The most remarkable progress in the field 
of rural development was recorded by the cooperative 
societies in the country. But these societies were 
made defunct and the members never took keen interest 
in them. 
The above mentioned agencies are stilx charged 
with the work of rural developoaent in the country, 
but as pointed out earlier, they are not in a position 
to play any significant role in rural development dtae 
to their limitations. 
In 1961, the Intensive Agricultural District 
Progamme was instituted to increase agricultural pro-
duction. But it also failed due to a lack of proper 
coordination in the work of different departments. 
X '•) 
In the First, second and Third Five year 
plans there was greater emphasis on agriculture 
than on any other aspect of rural development. 
This was the great shortcoming from which these 
plans suffered. By and large with the advent of 
the fourth plan in 1969 it was fully realized by 
the planning comndssion that the ideology of equity 
in spatial development could not be achieved by 
piece meal plans for rural and urban areas separa-
tely. 
The Fourth taid Fifty Plans* a number of the 
main comprehensive area development programmes were 
laxinched with objectives of providing employment 
and equity in living standards and social justice 
to the people. 
Dicing 1974-77, a nximber of sub-plans were 
prepared for selected tribal, hill and drought Prone 
areas, similarly, a •National Programme of Minimum 
Needs'* was initiated during the same period for 
providing a minimum level of social consumption 
for different areas and sections of community, with 
a view to establishing a net work of certain essential 
services on a co-ordinated and integrated basis 
r; :i) 
throughout the country^ In the first draft of 
sixth Five year plan, these special progranmies 
seemed to be submerged into one# and now appear as 
"integrated rural area development". 
At present several programmes of integrated 
rural area development are in operation in the 
country. The Government has launched a massive 
drive for integrated rural area development/ which 
is one of the main features of its economic policy, 
c) Tools and Techniques for the Rural Development. 
Government agencies and voluntary bodies 
have adopted the following approaches to rural 
4 
development time tc time. 
Different Approaches to Rural Development 
APPROACH EMPHASIS 
1, Rural Reconstruction Village-centred movement on 
principles of voluntary efforts, 
2, Target Sector Intensive Development of a 
Selected sector, 
3, Community Development based on ideals 
Develojanent of self-help and self-reliance. 
4, Backward Areas Reduction of regional 
Development inequali ties, 
5, Minimum Needs Satisfaction or noj.-raative felt 
and expressed individual needs. 
6, Target Groups and Development of the poor 
specified sub-groups and the poorest of the poor 
In parti ctilar. 
7. Growth Centre Spatial Plemning. 
Integrated Rural Development incorporates and 
transcends them all* Integrated Rural Development 
means systematic, scientific and integrated use of 
our natural resources, and as part of this process, 
enabling every person to engage himself in a produ-
ctive and socially useful occupation and earn an 
5 
income that would meet at least the basic needs. In 
order to achieve these objectives the following steps 
were envisaged i 
I. IRD prograrrane should consist of prograrmnes of 
agricultxire, animal huBbandry« fishery and forestry 
which will be brought into focus In one compact form 
of maximising land* water and cropping in a holding 
through a mixed farming approach, 
IZa Programme relating to agriculture, animal 
husbandry, dairying fisheries and forestry and plans 
for cottage and village industries development will 
be integrated, 
III, Drinking water supply, rural roads, ed\ication 
nutrition and health progransnes are urgently required 
.; -I 
In rural areas. Linking up of the develcpment 
programme with those infrastructure and social 
services may result in their relative importance 
being diluted* Therefore* the infrastructure 
services prograitjme wovild form part of their res-
pective sectors and will be settled on the basis 
of established criteria and priority. 
XV. The programme should be especially focussed 
on target group comprising small and marginal 
farmers, agricxiltural labourers and rural artisans 
whose economic improvement is an important concern 
of riural development, 
V. A major effort should be made to formulate 
specific area plans at the grass-roots level. With 
tMs in view it is proposed to formulate comprehensive 
block-level plans and identify programme for develop-
ment of the area which aim of making full BSQ of the 
local endowments. 
VI. Active involvement and participa-cion by the 
people for whom the developmental programmes are menat, 
Can go a long way in making the programmes to produce 
greater impact and becoming more successful. 
VII, Rtoral growth centres should be developed 
for integrated rural-tirban growth In the rtiral 
areas. Opportunities for self-araployraent in such 
growth centres will be developed as far as possible 
to absorb unemployed educated youth to run service 
centres, custom service units and retail shops for 
farmer's requirements. 
The rural industries organisation that are 
being developed during this plan in tlie district will 
give the necessari'^  constiltancy coverage to such 
programmes and supervise the proper utilisation of 
funds. 
Integrated R\iral developmtent as in^lemented 
in ovtr coiintry has limited objectives of providing 
full employment through productive programmes in a 
selected area. It is designed to create additional 
employment and raise the income level of the identi-
fied target groups consisting of small aiid marginal 
farmers. Share croppers agricultural labourGrs, 
Rural artisans and people belonging ro schectuled 
ft 
castes and scheduled tribes, Thoucjh its promoters 
talked about Gamdhlan alternatiVv-5 path of development, 
Its resembled Gandhian approach in a reniote sense. 
r -J 
As Dendekar says« Gandhian path Is a oon^letely 
different path leading to an alternative goal of 
human life and existence. It Is a society wliich 
limits and minimises its material needs and one 
in which every one earns his daily bread by a 
full day's physical labour seeking happintas as a 
material needs and one in which every one earns his 
daily bread by a full dayfts physical labour seeking 
happiness as a mental condition detached from the 
7 
material conditions of life, 
X« Integrated Rtiral Development is no ciJbstitute 
to any Prograiwive, 
I I , I t has adopted a novel integrated approach to 
problems of development, 
I I I , I t is a welfare-curo-developmental programmes, 
IV, I t is a multi-disciplinary approach to 
development, 
V, I t is a siconce based and technology oriented 
programmes; 
VI, I t transfers aocially itppropriace teciinologyj 
VII, I t makec in deptia survey of areas correlating 
v;ith ongoing Projects and ideiitiizies thu gapf 
VIII. It draws up a tlnM-bo\md schedule and 
impleioents It with urgency; 
IX. It takes account of the policy and planning 
in order of priorities and relevance; 
X. It co-ordinates and links, at different 
g 
levels, agencies of rural development. 
Progress i 
The experiment of Integrated Rxiral Development 
was initially introduced in 20 districts in the 
coxintry. The choice of the district was based on the 
follcwing considerations t 
a. Econonacally backward area that has consider-
able development potential; 
b. Areas in which problems of rural unemployment 
and under-omployment are manifestly acute; 
c. Districts which have basic develop«nent 
infrastructures• 
d. Districts in which scientific and technologi-
cal institutions have begun functicrjing. 
Following recommendations of Dantwala Committee, 
the emphasis shifted to the Growth centre below the 
block and above a revenue village* The main focus 
of attention v/lll be the Primary service centre or 
the 'growth centre* or can be integrated into a 
viable sub-block micro-region. The decision on 
which village should be selected as the service 
centre and the partitioning of the block into viable 
9 
micro-regions is the next linportant step, 
AShok Mahta Committee suggested further 
conceptual r*^ flnements and recommended Mandal Pan-
chayats covering a cluster of village with head-
quarters located at a 'Central Village' a service 
centre. As the unii of Planning. 
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C H A P T E R - I I I 
"GROWTH POI£ AND GROWTH CENTRE 
STRATEGY FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT" 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
"GROWTH POlg Atro GROWTH CENTRE STRATEGY FOR 
RURAL DEVELOPMEST". 
a. INTRODPCTION 
There Is a fund of eraplrical evidence to 
Justify polarization process as an Inevitable In-
gradlent of economic development* The concept of 
growth ix>le and grovrth centre finds its origin in 
realization and has lately been widely accepted 
as an important tool for solving intraregional and 
interregional problems. Polarisation process 
involves contraction and e3q>ansion of settlements 
or clusters of settlements in a geographical space. 
Zn a sponteuoeous process of economic growth more 
remunerative and less remunerative economic activi-
ties get seggragated and tend to be concentrated in 
growth poles and other areas respectively. 
The common idea in Perroux's 'Fxinctional Pole 
concept in Chrlstaller*s *Central Place Theory*. 
IiOsch*s 'Economic Space Hypothesis* is that of 
concentration of activities and facilities at selected 
centres of gro%rth. ZiOsch*s economic landscape concept 
coroborates the idea and establishes that in the 
profile of an economic landscape* gro%irth poles and 
growth centres rise up conspicuously. The sharpness 
of their rise on the profile is determined by their 
growth potentiality and the mechanism available 
for 'spread effects'. 
Attraction and repulsion processes which 
determine the localization of economic activities 
at certain places of advantages are the result of 
the economies of scale in operation and gradually 
such places get established into a system of 
linkages. The degree of such linkages transforms 
the abstract economic space^ an abstract economic 
space is characterised by discontinxious localisa-
tion of assorted economic activities whereas a 
regional space is a well defined physically conti-
nuous space where locations of economic activities 
are interdependent and form part of w611 established 
system of linkage into a regional space. This 
functional transformation of economic space to 
regional space follows distinct phases of development 
and gives rise to external economies, multiplier 
effects and sets the process of transformation of 
rural areas to transitional tirban and then to dynamic 
urban ones. 
b* Priority Allocation in the Time Scale of Development 
The settlement with high growth potentiality but 
low growth propensity may be termed as a 'growth centre* 
^ I 
while the settlement with high growth potentially 
and also high growth propenai^ may be reckoned 
as a 'growth pole** in view o£ the fact that the 
settlenants would show varying degree of potentiality 
and propensity for growth^ their selection for 
piroductive investment purposes in a development 
process has to be based on a priority basis* 
On the basis of the levels of potentiality and 
propensitgr ^ ^ growth the places could first be cate-
gorised as growth poles and growth centres and then into 
different orders in a hierarchical manner* The growth 
I>oles of the highest order in the hierarchy can be 
taken as foci! of development and should be so chosen 
in the region that their influence spheres do not 
overlap or clash in a major way within the sphere of 
influence of each of such poles identified. Poles of 
subsidiary importance and growth centres can be identi-
fied* 
As an alternative^ growth centre approach which 
refers to activities over the physical space is put 
forward* It is cotended that a framework for decentra-
lising eooncMoic and social activities could be provided 
by locating specific functions at appropriate places t 
stKsh a net-work of growth centres could provide a 
meaningful infrastructure which can attract and sustain 
diversified growing econcvnlc activity. It is identi-
fication of the growth centres and the provision of 
requisite socio economic Infrastructure viz, credit 
facilities^ market network. But service/ extension 
service, communication system. Health and educational 
facilities at the proper centres that is considered 
to be the crucial variable in rural area development. 
It is maintained that such services have no doubt been 
extended to rxiral areas during the last two decades. 
However, since there has not been proper selection of 
the centres. They have failed to stimulate growth 
in the rural areas. 
c. objectives of tt» Present study 
The data source for the study is 1981 censiis. 
The objectives of this study are as followst 
I* To identify the various hierarchical orders 
of central places to be used as nodal points festering 
develOF«nent opporttmities, 
II. To distribute these nodal points evenly over 
space so that socio-economic welfare of the different 
blocks is maximised. 
. -J 
III* The study will also involve an analysis of 
the existing levels of services, amenities and 
functions of all the rural settlements in the tahsil 
and rank these settlements on the basis of composite 
functions. This will provide a base for the identi-
fication of basic planning units in the tahsil which 
would be called growth and service centres* These 
centres will follow a viable spatial development 
strategy so that they may play a cr\icial role in the 
integrated rural area development of the tahsil. 
d» Growth Centre Strategy for Rxiral Development 
For raulti - dimensional growth and structural 
changes in social system a new strategy of focussing 
attention upon certain favoured places to achieve 
wider regional goals is now being increasingly advoca-
ted in many countries. These favoured places have been 
variously termed as growth poles, centres, points and 
nodes. The growth pole model in geographic analysis 
seeks to provide a conceptual framework for regional 
develojxnent by identifying centres which have the 
capacity to induce girowth and development in their 
hiterlands by generating sustained and long duration 
development. 
Growth Poles can be defined as "central places* 
which service a hinterland consisting of a number of 
villages. They provide optimal locations for selective 
investment in agricultural emd industrial infrastructure 
and social facilities which can be used by the hinterland 
population* 
As a lower level of hierarchy in the growth pole 
raodel# we can identify growth of service centres which 
provide a package of the goods and service that are 
necessary for ZRAD. 
The failure of Government progranime to effect an 
overall develO£»ttent in rural aureas has been attributed 
in sofl» quarters to the neglect of the spatial aspect of 
planning reflected in the lack of proper delineation of 
the area development* the fail\xre to select judiciously 
the headquarters of the block and the lack of integration 
between the urban and rural sections of the economy. As 
an alternative# the growth centre concept has been put 
forward. It aims at the identification of growth pole 
and centres and the provision of requisite socio-economic 
infrastructure viz. credit facilities* market network, 
bus service, extension service communication system, 
health and educational facilities at the proper centres 
that is considered to be the crucial variable in rviral 
area development. 
Thus the concept of rural growth centres is very 
much related to decentralised concentration o£ rural 
service activities and investment in the sectors serving 
mainly the rural agrarian economy. A systematic identi-
fication of such centres involves a thorough analysis of 
the existing structxire of all the regional settlements 
with the help of dynamic and growth generating variables. 
Besides* the selection of such centres also involves the 
discovery of deficiency or gap existing in the system 
of growth impulses so as to plan for these with a view to 
self-sustained growth of these centres* 
In order to understand this concept it is necessary 
to assume that i 
1. People are distributed in various size settlements 
in space; 
2. They have bio-physical as well as socio-economic needs; 
3. They iitilize physical and hvuaan resources* i.e. goods 
and services to satisfy their needs; 
4. They form settlements in space in the form of home-
steads* hamlets and villages and continue to stay 
together as long as resources are adequate enough to 
meet their needs; 
5. They utilize resources for basic needs which are 
limited or wants which are unlimited; and 
6. They migrate to other places in search of goods and 
services that are not (or can not be) available in 
their own settlements. 
In the process of this continuous search* £ocal 
points emerge to provide essential goods and services 
to people within their spatial reach. As the range of 
goods and services on the one hand eund threshold of 
population and their resources on the other increase* 
growth centres at different levels in the hierarchy 
became manifest. They may be ordered in terms of their 
growth potentiality and growth propensity which in tarn 
determine their size* ftinctional character and service 
area* The lower level centres provide certain basic 
goods and services that are limited in number and bind 
by the limited population and resotirces within the daily 
travel distance or radius of the centre. The next 
higher level centres provide goods and services that are 
provided by the lower level centres plus some other 
goods and services which required a larger threshold of 
popxilation and resources within the larger radius o£ 
the centre. When jjeople and resoxirces are distributed 
in space in a uniform maimer the growth centres develop 
in a progressive manner in time ideally to form a pattern 
of hexagons within hexagons. Thus a well directed 
growth centre planning helps the balanced spatial 
development. 
These growth centres gxiide the rural hinterland 
economy not only to meet their own growth requirements 
but also orient themselves to the need o£ their service 
area econooy, identification of such centres implies 
the delimitation of service area around them« comprising 
land, people and other resources. There is a symbiotic 
relationship between the development of growth centres 
2 
and the develo{»nent of service areas around them. 
The development of growth centres here means the 
creation of infrastructure that is necessary for the 
provision of goods and services, amenities and utilities. 
Infrastructure is any physical, institutional and organi-
sational structxire that facilities the production and 
distribution of goods and services, the utilisation of 
infrastructure, however depends on the capabilities of 
people and extent of resources in the service area. The 
growth centre plan, therefore, should be so prepared as 
to develop infrastructure facilities for the fullest 
utilisation of the capabilities of people and resources 
and the equitable distribution of essential goods and 
services. 
In the present work Budhana Tahsil has been three 
development block (Pig. 4) Kandhala, Budhana and shahpur 
with an area of 736.1 Sq. Km. Kandhala block consist of 
59 villages out of which 7 are \inlnhabited shahpur block 
has 59 village of which two are uninheibited. Budhana 
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Por the Identification of aetvlce centres following 
procedure has been adopted. 
First village-wise data has been collected on the 
existing facilities. After giving watge score, complete 
score of each village has been calculated in order to 
provides tha bases of assigning ranks to each of the 
164 settlements (Pig» 5 Table l)« The Unit having the 
highest composite score has been given 1st rank and that 
having no variable has been given 22nd rank. In the same 
maimer a n^rit list of rank from 1 to 22 for all the 164 
villages in the tahsil has been prepared, it may be pointed 
out here that several unit has the same value. 
In teimis of the composite score the 164 settlement 
of area can be arranged into 5 groups. 
The data is arranged in the order of the magnitude 
geneaidly in descending order alongwith the village name. 
This has been done for grouping significantly meaningful 
classes. For mapping various 'breaks' have been identified 
to separate the two adjacent classes. The breaks are iden-
tified simply by observation of the largest gap areas in 
the ordered series of data. This method is found quickly 
v;orkable and making meaningful groupiag of villages 
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TABLE » I 
BUDHANA TAHSHi I COMPOSITE SCX3RE AKD SETTLEMENT RAMKING 
S I , V i l l a g e 
Ho. 
B l o c k 




5* Na la 
6« J o l a 











17 • Rainpur Kheri 
18• Kakra 
19* Khanpur 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































153* Basi Kandhala Uninhabited 
154. Rukanpur Budhana " 
155. sarsay Budhaaa ** 
156. Slsooll Shahpur " 
157* Aalair^ur 
Shamlaat shahpur " 
158. Shlvpfur Shahpur •* 
159. Aalarapur Deh Shahpur * 
160. saloora shahpur " 
161• Paapr Hooli Shahpur " 
162* Karoodi Shahpur " 
163. shaapur(r) Shahpur " 
164. Mohamad pur shahpur " 
'n 
Growth and service centres must have some 
measure of centrality, the quantification of which 
can help us to assign ranks to different villages 
on the basis of the ranks. Thus assigned, the 
hierarchy of growth and service centres can then 
be identified. Clustering of central functions at 
a place reinforces the centrality as it generates k 
the economies of agglomeration and induces the 
complementary services and facilities to get located 
at tha./place. 
in the present study the selection of variables 
has been done on the basis of the understeuiding of the 
concept of centrality in the rural context and the 
available literature on the stibject. The total number 
of variables chosen in 5 and all the 164 villages of 
the Tahsil, have been ranked in terms of the composite 
score of all the chosen variables, the main item of 
data (village-wise) used in the study. Its source is 
Districts Censtis Handbook Muaaffarnagar District, 1981, 
Part XIII-A. 
Tho variables are i 
1. Educational Amenities. 
2. Medical " 
3. Communication " 
4* post and T«l«gr«ph 
5* Day or daya or narket / hat# if any* 
bald in tho villaga* 
Z* Educational Facilitiaa t 
The levol of aducational facilities with 
their vwightad aeore - total primary school (1.00) 
Senior Baaic» junior school (2*00)# High school 
(4*00) Hi^er Secondary or Inter college (8*00) 
Degrea College (16*00) are found* Then total of 
these scores available in each village are sunmed 
up* 
ZZ* y^ ed^ f^tj^  P f ^ M ^ e f t 
The level of Medical Facilities with their 
weighting score MCW (1*00)« M«H*(1*00)« cwc (1*00) 
FPC (1*00) PHC (2*00}« D (4.00)« RP (6*00), H (10*00) 
Then total of these score and available in each 
village are sumaed vq;>* 
post and Telegraph 
Zn the study area post and telegraph office 
with their wei;0iting score post office (1*00), 
Phone (4*00)* post and telegraph office (16*00) 
ZV* Conpwmi cation 
Comwmication facilities are taken into account 
with their %feighted score Bus station (1*00) # Railway 
Station (8*00)* 
V. Pay or days of thm market/hat if any# held 
in the villacre i 
Day a days market with their weighting score 
day (2.00)• Days (4«00)» 
Zn terms of the composite scores the 164 
settlements of the tahsil can be arranged into five 
groups which are shown in table ll. The exercise 
described above helps to identify two hierarchic 
levels of settlements. The eight settlements in 
the 1-5 conqposite scoxre range can be termed 'growth 
centres* and seven settlements in composite score 
range from 6 to 10 as service centres. These growth 
and service centres have been enlisted in Table ZIZ 
and (Fig* 6). 
TABLE - I I 
BIJDHANA TAHSIL t SETTLEMENT RANKING 
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TABLE - III 
BUDHANA TAHSIL 

































• • Propo—d Strategy for Qrcwth vaA Service Centrea 
Plimina in Bmdhana Tahail. 
Zt may be noticed that the groirth centres are 
not located uniforaly in 8pac»* This is primarily 
so becaase their location haul been detercdnad prima* 
rily by transport routes* The Hindon a tributory of 
the YwMn«t and Hindan's tributary Kali rivers are 
flowing in the middle part of thm district. This 
has led to a lack of prt^ per spatial arrangement of 
growth centres* For instance* the south eastern and 
north eastern parts of the tahsil have no growth. 
Therefore* in order to rationalise the spatial 
distribution of higher order functions five additional 
gro«rth centres* one each in north^iieastem* south -
western and south western parts of the tahsil* should 
be de^loped at Sait and Patri in Shahpur block and 
Rasoolpur Dabheri and Rurthal in Budhana block and 
Gangru is Kandhala block (Fig*?)* These five centres* 
beside already having a mad>er of functions* have the 
^ditional advantage of easy accessibility from the 
surrounding village of the areas concerned* sait 
has one primary school* one High school* Bus station 
while Patri has one primary school one junior High 
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has one Primary school Bus Station, Railway station 
while Kurthal has one primary schools Junior High 
School Post Office and Medical facilities, Gangru, 
in Kandhala is already a service centre. 
Fig. 8 attempts to delimit the hinterlands of 
various growth centres. It is supposed to graphically 
show the pattern of interaction between settlements 
as evidenced in the movement of people to avail of 
certain functions. For determining the hinterland 
area the following variables have been taken into 
consideration t 
1. Movement of students from the villages to 
Inter College, Junior High School and Primary 
Schools at various growth centres. 
2. C(»nmunication facilities and medical facilities. 
Pl€uining for growth and service centres in the 
Tahsil woiild require a planned transportation system 
which would strengthen the links between these centres 
and their hinterlands. 
It is now clear that the primary objectives of 
the Rural Developn^nt programme can well be achieved 
through the growth centre strategy. The identifjted and 
proposed centres are viable enough to support a basic 
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C H A P T I R - I V 
"(BIOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION 
OF THE STUDY AREA" 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
•^\ 
The Land 
Thm District of Mazaffamagar is situated in 
the foregroiind of the Himalaya* Siwalik ranges being 
only about 100 kilometers in the north, sandwiched 
by the two giant Indian water streams - The Oanga 
in the east and the Ycimuna in the viest, the district 
shares ccamaon boundaries with Meerut# Saharanpur, 
Panipat and Bijnor, Roughly rectangular in shape 
(about 90 x60 kilometers)» it extends between 29^11' 
0" N 29® 44* 0" N latitudes and 77° 05« 35" E to 78° 
07' 0" E longitudes* Zts area is 4245 square kilometers* 
The spatio-»administrative organization of the 
district comprises of tahsils* Budhana* Janaath, 
Kairana# and Muzaf farnagar* 14 coimnunity Development 
Blocks Baghara* Budhana, Charthawal# Jansath* Kalrana* 
Thanabhavan and un (Fig«9) 18 urban places -> Budhana, 
Bukerherif Charthawal* oarhipukta, Jailalabad, Jansath* 
tThinJhana* Kairana« Khatauli, Kandhala* Kuza£farnagar# 
Mirjapur# Purqazi/ Shaxnli* Sirauli Shahp\ir, Thanabhavan, 
and im*« and 1060 revenue villages out of which 929 
are inhabited (1981).^ 
There are no mineral deposits known in the area 
except potential mineral oil whose presence has yet to 
be established* Clays, sands, gravels, carbonates and 
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sulphates of Soda (Ren) are, however, found. 
Physiographic character of the land (Fig.10} 
consists of south sloping featureless undulating 
plain with wide open, relatively low and wet river 
basins (Khadars) t Slighly elevated drier auod course 
interfluve topped ridges (Bhur) mainly in Interfluve 
areas; river scarps (Khola) transversely (to river 
flow) guillied and eroded into open ravines and dots 
of roughly ro\ind shallow basins (now ponds of the 
villages)• 
Northern two-third of the land between the wider 
Ganga khadar and the narrower Yamxina Khadar is above 
240 meters in elevation and the remaining southern 
strip of land below that in the northern part east of 
Kali (West) River at a distance of 14-10 kilometers 
east of Mansurpxir MuzafCamagar - Purqazi section of 
the state Highway (Meemit - Muzaffarnagar - Roorkee) 
are a series of S •• shaped depositional local elavations. 
They are long but narrow and reach the elevation of 
250 meters in the south to 260in in the north. These 
may probably be right bank depositions of a stream 
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north east of Purqazl town where these elevations 
and old high bank of the Oanga meet. 
The G€mga and the Yamuna aure shifting to the 
east. Besides these two rivers the Hindan, a tribu-
tary of the yaimina# and Hindan*s tributary Kali (West) 
are significant rivers flowing the middle part of 
the district. Karsuni Nadi# Katha Nalaiand Solani are 
smaller rivers. 
The oanga Khadar is wider than the Yamuna khadar. 
It is clearly distingulshabla £rc»a the rest of the 
area by river's old high bank which has some vegetation 
mainly scrubs. Physical characteristics* in the Ganga 
Khadar along an east-west profile are swamps (Jhils) 
with growth of reeds and coxirse grasses which are flooded 
dxiring rainy seasons. Rivers and tanks comprise the 
stirface water. Ground water is tised for drinking, 
agriculture and industry. 
Soils of the district are rich alluvi\ims with 
varying c[uantities of clay and sand. There are occasional 
araas of sand predominace and of 'Saline efflorescence' 
(Ren) caused by excessive irrigation. 
The area is tropical s\ib-h\jmid. It receives the 
Bay - Monsoon rains varying from an annual average of 
0^ 
around 100 centlntetres in the north eastern to about 
60 centimeters in the south western part, Isohytes 
being parallel t6 siwalik Hills (extending N.w. SE 
with the reference to the district) and rains decre* 
aslng away from them to the south west. The area 
receives 2,5 to 7»0 centimeters of winter rains highly 
valued for wheat and sugarcane production. Relative 
humidity ranges from the highest of about 80 percent 
in August to the lowest of 40 percent in May. About 
half of the year remains d«y* The annual ranges of 
temperatxxre is high. Winter average being 140°C in 
January and about 330®c In June (Meerut observatory) 
This makes area's climate continental. The highest 
temp, ever recorded (at Roorkee* 50 kilometers north 
ward) was 45 C and the lowest 2.20 C. The temperat\ire 
conditions have remained unchanged for at least a 
3 
century (Fig. 11). 
In common with the Ganga plain flora and fauna 
has been the victim of massive and intensive cultivation 
of the land, AS a result there is less than 2 percent 
land under forest (1980-^1) mostly of scrubs (5»-6* high). 
This cover of nat\iral vegetation cover is stretched 
along a narrow belt of the Ganga old bank rise. 
Two stretches of true forests (north and south 
sukartar and Kailpxir) with dense to fairly dense shisham 









































As the downslope of 10 to 20 metres meets the flat 
low- lying Ganga Khadar, reeds and long course 
grasses appears and extend upto the sand banks ^lose 
to river «• stream. Along the Yamuna Khadar are open 
casuarina in south Kairana Block, open scrxobs and 
palms in north Kairana and south Un Block and Dhak 
(Butea frondosa) in the north-western parts of the 
district. Unclassified mixed deciduous species are 
widely strewn over remaining part of the district. 
They are more conspicuous and dense in and ajcoiind 
5 
settlements^ along roadsides and canalsides, 
(b) The People 
The total population of the district is about 
2,3 million (1981) of which 78,4 percent is r\iral and 
21,6 percent vurban. Only 29,4 percent are literates 
as compared to national fic^ ure of 36,1 percent. Work-
participation rate is 28,1 percent (national percentage 
is 33,4) About 70,5 percent of working population is in 
primary sector (almost wholly comprised of cultivators 
and agricultiiral labourers) 10,5 in secondary and 19,0 
percent in the ter-tiary. The density of population 
is 548 persons/Km • 
'19 
Muzaffamagar Distxicts popiilation trends 
are strikingly similar to those of India throughout 
the twentieth century, p6pulation distribution 
(Fig,12) and deasity patterns makes it obvious that 
popxilation is distributed in large villages grouped 
in corridors generally extending in north-south 
direction. The large villages (28007 > persons) are 
about 23 percent of the total inhabited villages of 
the district, in the north western part, beyond Katha 
Nala and eastern low lying areas, villages are very 
small. Tracts of large villages are generally along 
big canals or main roads. Below average (Rural 445 
2 
persons/km ) density of population is in physically 
negative euceas of khadars of the Ganga, the Yamuna 
and the Hindan, Divided by Hindan River in the middle, 
there are two areas of high density. First areas is 
around Shamli and the second, around Muzaffamagar, 
Density along main roads is also high. 
Recent (1971 - 81) spatial trend of growth rate 
(average 27 pc) reveals prominent facts. First, growth 
rate was two-fold to three-fold and aven more in areas 
of low population density as in the district's south -
western fringe belt and in the far eastern part of the 
district. It may be infered that low density areas and 
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smaller villages have the potential of population growth 
and that economic backwardness is associated with higher 
population growth. This growth is due to negative 
factors. Secondly areas aroiind towns also records high 
gcovth. This is probably due to the capacity of towns 
to attract migration by giving them work. 
The growth of urban population has been significant 
since 1931. The primate city Mxizaff arnagar has grown most 
rapidly. It stands distinctly different from remaining 17 
towns in growth rate and existing population size, shamli 
the second largest town» surpassed Kairana in both growth 
rate and total population in 1961, Budhana has recently 
(since 1971) accelerated its growth, through it is still 
the sixth town. Most of the remaining towns are stagnant 
with very slow growth dxiring last one century. 
(c) Economy 
Economy of the area comprises mainly of agriculture 
and associated activities. Most of the villages, have 
more than 70 percent of their population in primary economic 
activities consisting of cultivation and agricultural 
laboxir. Mining and forestry are almost absent in the 
district. Thus the econony is heavily rural and no 
noticeable economic transformation of villages seems to 
have occured, A little transformation that is api.'rent 
Is perhaps the fvmctlon of town and road-effect, 
Aro\md Khatauli, Muzaffarnagar, Budhana and shamll 
and along Budhana Muzaffamagar Rohan Road, such 
transformation Is most conspicuoiis. 
The area practises v/ell Irrigated agriculture 
producing mainly wheat and sugarcane. Both the 
crops claim almost equal land with intra-areal spatial 
variations. Rice in the northern part* pulses, in the 
north v/ester/7, and cotton in the south wes tern are 
other important crops grown. 
Industry is the organized sector mainly of 
cane - crushers which are spread mainly adong roads. 
Large Scale Industry and foot loose factories are 
located mostly in and around Muzaffamagar city. 
Cottage industry is mainly concentrated within 
Charthewal Budhana Khatauli triangles. 
The most important trade is in jaggery and low-
grade sugar. The farmer is produced almost in every 
village or considerable size and sold to the nearby 
town, Muzaffamagar is the largest gathering and 
distributing centre of Jaggery from where it is sold 
mainly to Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Bihar and 
West Bengal, 
,ii •••\ r \ 
The district is linked with areas north and 
south of it nainly by Saharanpor Maerut section of 
railway and Roorkee - Meajcut section of state Highway. 
This is t^ main flow line passing through the district* 
Another less significant jcoute consists of a railway 
line and a parallel road linking Delhi and saharanpur 
via Shamll* Other relatiirely less inqportant roads are 
laid out in the east west direction^ the most in^^ortant 
of whicdi is one running fj;on Mosaffamagar to Panipat 
via Shamli and Kairana and yet another to Bijnor. 
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C H A P T E R > » V 
"REVIEW OF THE EARLIER WORK" 
l O ' l 
During the second half of the present century 
two closely related nations which have gained popularity 
In regional policy and planning of development of back-
ward regions in both Industrlsed and developing nations 
arc the concepts of growth Pole and growth Centre, 
Much useful work In this field has been done by Kukllnskl 
Hansen Kuklinskl and Petrella, BQEry, Dutt,ler and Moseley, 
These concepts have ©Iso been adopted m, planning instru-
ments in a large niirribcr of countries throiighoTit the world* 
The major work done in 'Growth Pole* Theory (Poles 
de Croissance) can be traced back to the v;ork of the French 
political economist. Perroux who defines a growth pole 
2 
in relation to abstract 3Conand.c space. (Perroux, 195©) • 
A significant aspect of Perroux's work is his definition 
of economic space as a field of forces. He describes 
econorriic space as consisting of centres* poles or focl# 
from v/hlch centrifugal forces emanate and to which centri-
petal forces are attract«*d. Each centre being a centre 
of attraction and repulsion has its proper field which is 
set in the field of other centres (t-erroux 1950# p,27) 
The Perrouxlan concept was extended into geographic 
3 
space notably by 3ouddville« who terraod is as growth and 
described it as a geogiaphio agglomeration of activities 
rather then as complex system of seotoia different from 
the national - matric (they) appears as towns possessing 
a con^lex of propulsive Indus-tries. The Growth Centres 
are distinguishable from the service centres or central 
places/ as the growth Poles Serve the ends of development 
rather than welfare. 
During the last three decades, there have been 
various interpretations of tlie term growth Pole or growth 
Centre by different scholars. Hogde (1966) identified 
the growth Poles in Eastern Ontario (Canada)/ Jansen (1970) 
evaluated the growth Pole Theory; Klaaesen (1970) revl3wed 
the concepts and theories of grov/th Poles and growth 
Centres, Kuklinski (1970) analysed the role of growth poles 
and growth centres in regional planning* 
in Govmtries that have adopted grov/tri pole -
planning for development the main aim has been to either 
limit concentration and ppread gro^ 'th to backward regions 
or a combination of the two# The French have developed 
the most conqprehensive system of regional planning in 
Europe and the main objectives have been to lesson the 
economic concontration in Paris and promote growth in 
7 
other french cities outside the Paris Basin (Hansen 1968) 
in the literature, :x>th the tfinn 'growth pole* 
and Growth Centre" are today so widely used and perhaps 
misused that they appear to ha\^ e lotJt u\nch of their 
original content and meaning (Darwent 1969) , 
iC^ 
AS planning tools* growth pole and growth centra 
strategies have been designed largely to promote the 
develojanent of lagging regions by concentrating invest-
ments in focal points so as to reap scale or agglomera-
tion economies to area inniediately surrotinding them to 
date. These strategies have not been notably successfxil 
Q 
(Hansen 1972* and some developing countries such as 
Chile. Bolivia and Colznbia have now abandoned them and 
txirned to alternative bases for regional planning. 
Similarly in Tanzania a growth centre strategy 
aimed at industrial and xxrban decentralization from Dar 
Moshi* Mbeya and. Mtwara was adopted by the Tanzania 
Government in its second Five Year Development Plan 1969-
74 (Republic of Tanzania, 1969} In Kenya# the Government 
recognizes that the coxKientration of all eoonomic* social 
and political life in the two main cities. Nairobi and 
Mombasa* carries dangers by an economic and cultural gulf 
being created between them and rest of the economy. 
Kenya's development plan for 1970-74# therefore, includes 
a strategy to decentralise future growth to a five tier 
hierarchy of growth centres & Republic of Kenya, 1969. 
pp 85-102). Ghana's new Five Year Development Plan ( 
(Republic of Ghana, 1975, pp. 45-77) notes the tmdue 
concentration of basic infrastructural and social services 
in three areas only, namely Accra - Zema, Sekondi 
Takoradi and Kuraasi. Accordingly, the new strategy for 
regional and rural transforroation is through the 
creation of a four-tier hierarchy of 'growth foci» 
capable of stimulating the economies of areas 
inanediately aroxind them. In Oawbia, a five-year 
develojanent plan envisages that industries will be 
encouraged in •growing centres' outside the capital, 
Benjxil. Algeria is another African cotmtry which 
has likewise adopted growth centre policies. 
(Secretariatd* estatau plan» 1969)• 
The tise of growth strategies has not been 
notably successful and, especially, in Latin Americam 
these strategies have been rejected on ideological 
12 
and political grounds (Conroy 1973} Hansen argues 
that this is primarily because they have suffered from 
a tendency towards proliferation of a large number of 
relatively small centres or lack of funding in cases 
where chosen centres have been of adequate size (Hansen, 
o 
1972) • Studies concerning the ability of growth poles 
to spread development have been inconclusive, in a 
study of steel smelting in Braail, for example, 
Boxandeville was xinab)e to demonstrate convincingly that 
growth pole generates spread effect from a definable 
13 geographic location Darwent 1969 empirical studies on 
the functioning of these theories carried out by 
14 Mobogxinje (1971) In Nigeria and Misra and Sxindaram 
iOS 
IS (1973) in India suggest that the growth pole as 
a diffxision theory does not work« one of the 
reasons why such conclusions were arrived at may 
be that most attempts to deal empirically with 
growth poles and growth cantres have been based on 
a regionalization of the basic leontief type input 
output model, without considering the spatial aspects 
of economic growth. 
The application of the growth pole concept 
and theory in a specific geographical and regional 
context is largely attributed to Boildeville who, in 
contras to Perro\ix*3 abstract conception of space and 
Hirschman and Myrdal*s theories of unbalanced growth 
en^hasizes *the regional character of economic 
processes, (Hermansen, 1972) 
R.K, Ironside and I. Miller (1975)^'' conducted 
a number of studies in northern Alberta employing 
economic base, balance of payments and multiplier 
impact approaches to allow some empirical verification 
of problems stemming from a growth centre focus. 
In the determination of development centres and 
their gravitational fields in the Bxindelkhand Region, 
1 n^l 
18 
Harendra Pal Singh (1977) hypothesized that the 
existing services centres may be modelled as develop-
ment centres of provide services and development 
Innovations within their gravitational fields with a 
view to speeding up the process of economic growth 
and intra regional identity. He suggested the role 
of these growth foci in regional developroent in order 
to delineate their gravitational field for pleuining, 
A case study of Karnal area (Haryana)was made 
19 
by Bhat and others (1976) dealing with the concep-
tual as well as empirical asE>ects of regional develop-
ment I Perspective and Approaches of area development 
20 
by Mlsra and Stindram (1979) • A«R« Ktilkeu-ni and S.S. 
21 Naregal (1981) have examined the central places in 
Belgaum district and the hierarchy of the central 
22 places too. T,H» Dutta et.al (1982) attempt to 
identify the various orders of settlements in west 
Dinajpur Distt, based on a hypothetical level of 
functions that is expected to be performed entitled 
voltane in •identification Growth centres in west 
Dinajpur Distt, Wast Bengal* 
J. Diddee and V,S. Datye (1982-83)^^ have 
analysed the shortcoming of the growth Pole concept 
as a viable model for development planning in rural -
agricultural areas of developing countries with the 
1 ^ t] 
help of actual evidence collected from the study 
area (Poena district)• 
Accordiny to Prabhakar & Degaonkax (1988) 
district plannlny should provide for spatial sectoral 
balance while allocating the resources not only 
sectoral needs but proper locations cf these invest-
ments should be planned* The district plans should 
develop an appropriate spatial organisation through 
planning and spacing of growth centre conducive to 
the process of develojanent, 
Rixral Development in Modern Indian by Kishore 
25 
Chandra Padhy (1988) are iroportant in t h i s f i e l d . 
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The Growth Pole Strategy for rural development 
has attained considerable importance in recent years. 
Since independence a nuisber of development progranunes 
have been launched in order to improve the living 
conditions of the village population. These include 
corrariunity development projects, village Extension 
Schemes, Agricultxiral and Farm extension programmes 
and Fanchayati Raj, However, these schemes have not 
been a success due to certain shortcoming because the 
benefits of these schemes have not reached to the 
village people because the task of implementation of 
these schemes was introduced to the Government offi-
cials who lacked interest and involvement and dealth 
with these schemes in a beaviracratic fashion. 
A stiidy of the gjcowth pole strategy for rural 
development in the study area shown that there is a 
lack of spatial arrangement of Growth and Service 
centres and various facilities are immensely distri-
buted. The study has taken into account the above 
mentioned problems in depth and has simultaneously 
attenqpted to suggest solutions. 
It has been noted that most of the settlements 
lack socio«-economic infrastructural facilities in a 
unified and balanced manner. The smaller settlements 
in 10,000 - 1,000,000 population range, accounting for 
1 17 
4 percent of the total settlements* the highest 
I>ercentage of these facilities Is found In the 
settlements of 1«000 - 10,000 population range, 
accounting for 58 percent of the total settlements. 
It Is again observed that settlements In the popu-
lation range of 100-1000, passes 20 percent of the 
total settlements and below 100 settlements range, 
accoxint for 18 percent. It Is, therefore, imperative 
that the spatial distribution of these facilities 
shovild be made balanced by providing then in the 
smaller settlements, A great necessity of providing 
transportational facilities in all the villages. 
Especially in interior villages has also been noted. 
This will not only open up the sural areas for economic 
develojMnent but also help villagers to have easy access 
to social and economic infrastrustixral facilities 
located in different parts of the district. 
It has been observed that the sanitary condition 
in most of the village is not good, A vast majority 
of rural houses are also small and therefore, not 
conducive to healthy living. These are aspects of the 
rural society which need urgent ameliorative programme 
of action. 
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The main problem regarding elementary education in is 
is one o£ improving quality and getting more girls to 
come and study in these schools. The in^rovement in 
class room equipment and teaching materials must be 
made in the primary schools, similarly in Jxmior high 
schools there is also a great need of improvement in 
class room capacity and number of teachers to raise the 
standard of the schools. In order to provide a stimultis 
to ad\ilt education a scheme of incentive must be intro-
duced for generating enthusiasm among the rural people. 
To facilitate the movement of agricult\iral 
produce to tlr» markets. The government should give the 
highest possible priority for the constrxtction of all 
weather feeder roads in the irural areas of the and mor«» 
regulated markets should be opened. 
To speed up the rural development plan the 
existing growth and service centres have been identified 
and new ones proposed vjhich have the potential of becoming 
nuclei for the future economic and social development of 
the surroxinding villages and fill in the gap in facilities 
Zt has been observed that the locational situation of 
growth centres is generally determined by transportational 
facilities as almost all of them are located near metalled 
13 
roads. Out there Is a lock of spatial arrangement of 
growth centres In the stiidy area as the south eastern 
parts have no growth centres. In order to rationalize 
the spatial distribution of services, five growth centres 
in the above mentioned parts have been propose<?. All the 
existing centres are multi-functional. 
The service centres# which occupy a lower 
level in the hierarchy of service settlements, offer a 
much smaller range of f\mctions as compared to growth 
centres* However, they play a vital role in the sub-
regional econoicy by providing optimxam territorial esqjanse 
for various important small order functions and thereby 
maximising the time and effort economy, AS at present, 
there is no service centre located in south western and 
middle part of the study area. 
Thus the primary objectives of the rural area 
development programme can well be achieved through the growth 
and service centre strategy. These identified and proposed 
centres are viable enough to support a basic package of 
service within reach of the rural population. If proposed 
functions aire located at these centres, they would lead to 
a more even distribution of benefits of development and 
lessening of intra-sub regional disparties. 
1 vf] 
By way of sianimlng up it may be said that the 
revltallzatlon of rural economy depends upon the rural 
development and thus a floxirishlng rural economy would 
certainly improve the living condition of the people 
of the area* 
1 2 1 
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